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Abstract—Part of speech contains important grammatical 
information, so it has great significance for the natural 
language understanding while the words in the sentence are 
marked on the parts of speech. POS tagging rules based on 
statistical methods and rule-based method can mining 
effectively, but its marked accuracy need to be improved. This 
paper presents a statistical method and rules of the 
combination of speech tagging rule mining algorithm in order 
to improve the correct rate of marked. 

Keywords- Automatic annotation; Rule method; POS 
Tagging Rule 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

As a basic research project in the field of Chinese 
information, Chinese Automatic Speech Tagging is a 
prerequisite for further Chinese syntax analysis, semantic 
understanding, and it can be used for information retrieval, 
machine translation, text-to-speech conversion, spell 
checking and other fields. In addition, the POS tagging can 
improve the effect of Chinese segmentation. So the research 
of POS Tagging is important. The purpose of POS tagging is 
to choose a most probable part of speech sequence for the 
words in a sentence. 

The main research methods include based on statistic, 
rule-based [1]. The typical method of statistic-based 
approach is CLAWS algorithm and hidden Markov model 
HMM.Merialdo used HMM to POS tagging and it has 
achieved great success. 

 Rule-based approach has the following problems. First, 
from the application range of the rules, the method generated 
by artificial method can only be some common rules [2], 
rather than a large number of individual rules. The 
application scope of individual rules is very small, but it has 
a great influence on the correct rate. Second, method 
generated by artificial method is not entirely correct, its 
accuracy needs further verification. Therefore, the key 
problem of Chinese POS tagging is that we can obtain rules 
automatically and efficiently in the case of accuracy of 
statistical method improved hardly. 

Based on the above analysis, the author proposes a 
hybrid algorithm of statistical method and rule method. 

II. PROBLEM DEFINITION  

Definition 1[3]: Word sets { | 1,2,..., }iDICT WORD i n= = ,POS 
tag set { | 1,2,..., }iTEST TAG i n= = ,itemsets I TEST TAG= ∪ , 

where iWORD  and iTAG  are a specific Chinese word or part 
of speech. 

Definition 2 [3]: The labeled text 
{ , | , }i i i iT WORD TAG WORD DICT TAG TEST= ∈ ∈ , where iTAG  is part of 

speech of iWORD   in the marked text. 
 Definition 3[3]: Training set 1 2{( , ,..., ) |k iE e e e e T= ∈ , the 

sentence of the text is marked as 
1 2{ , ,..., , 1,2,..., , }kSENTENCE e e e i K K N= = ∈ . Where N is the set 

of natural numbers. Element ( 1,2,..., , )ie i K K N= ∈  is the 
sentence that has been marked in the set E. 

Definition 4[3]: Pattern set { | }D d d I+= ∈  express the 
string that is composed by words and part of speech.  

Definition 5[3]: if  X D∈ ,length is ( )LEN X K= , Mode 
X is K- mode. 

 Definition 6 [3]: if , { |X DF Y Y D∈ = ∈  and ( ) ( )}LEN X LEN Y= ,  
( )

.
( )

freq X
X SUP

total F
=

 
is the support of mode X, .X SUP  is reflected 

in the proportion of the mode in the same length mode. 
Where ( )freq X  means frequency of mode X, ( )total F  
means total frequency of ( )LEN X  length of mode. 

 Definition 7[3]: Let MINSUP  be minimum support, 
{ | , . }C X X D X SUP MINSUP= ∈ ≥  is common mode set. All 

the elements of  C are called large mode. 
Definition 8[3]: if X and Y are large mode, the 

association between X and Y is referred to as a rule X Y , 
the credibility of the rules ( ).X Y CON  defines as 

( )
( / )

( )

freq XY
PROB Y X

freq X
= , and support defines as ( ).X Y SUP∪ . 

 It indicates the probability that contains X mode and Y 
mode in the pattern set D, where is occur probability. 

Definition 9[3]: Let MINCON  be minimum confidence, 
if  ( ).X Y CON MINCON ≥ , then rule X Y  is reliable 
production rules. 

 Definition 10[3]: Take k-mode 1 2 1...i k kI a a a a I−= ∈ , and 

ka TEST∈ , ka  is POS tagging of word k, take the form of 

rules 
1

1

( , )
k

j k k
j

a W A
−

=

∧ . If it exists before the k-1 word, and its 

mark constituted mode is 1 2 1, ,..., ka a a − ，POS tagging of the k 

word（ kW ）is ka . 
Definition 11[3]: There is a given positive number ε  and 

MINSUPε  . 
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If support ( ).MINSUP X Y SUP ε ∪   of rule X Y , then the 
rule is personalized rule. 

If rule X Y  is personalized rule and 
( ).X Y CON MINCON  ,then the rule is individuality reliable 
rules. 

 If support of rule X Y  is ( ).X Y SUP ε∪  ,then the rule 
is common rules. 

 If rule X Y  is common rules and  
( ).X Y CON MINCON  ,the rule is common reliable rules. 

III. ALGORITHM BASED ON RULE METHOD FOR POS 

TAGGING  

We use association rule to excavate frequent itemsets of 
words and part of speech from annotated Chinese text corpus, 
and we use frequent itemsets to study the mode sequence of 
words and part of speech. Assume the judgment on part of 
speech based on the context by machine is consistent with 
people, we judge part of speech according to part of speech, 
word and combination of the two in the context. If statistical 
corpus is larger, we obtain general mode sets that are greater 
than the minimum support by mining algorithms for given 
MINSUP and MINCON, while we get association rules. If 
the credibility of this rule is higher than minimum 
confidence, we can get the part of speech rules. We define a 
high enough minimum confidence, the rules still can handle 
if there are multi-category. Rules obtained by this method 
can be used as a supplement to probabilistic methods, while 
the problem of Chinese POS tagging is resolved preferably. 

Algorithm is expressed as follows: Given a training set E, 
according to two layers of different structural of WORD and 
TAG in E that influence on words and parts of speech，and 
we use frequent itemsets mining algorithm to calculate 
production rules which meet minimum support and 
minimum confidence, namely personality and common 
reliable rules in definition 11. 

We decompose the problem into two smaller sub 
problems during the implement process. One sub problem 
calculates all common mode set in T which satisfy minimum 
support, another use common mode set to create association 
rules that meet the minimum confidence, the latter is 
relatively simple. One kind of constructive methods is based 
on definition 11 to each common mode. If  

1 2 1( ... ).k ka a a a CON MINCON−  > , then we add it to rule set. 
The key technology is to find common mode sets efficiently. 

POS tagging mining is different from data mining in 
database. The combined tree of words and part of speech are 
altogether 2i  species in sentence length of  i, the sum total of  
length patterns is exponential growth with the growth of the 
pattern length i, therefore, minimum support is diminishing 
vector. We must ensure that its credibility is higher than the 
short patterns because of smaller apply range of long pattern, 
therefore, credibility vector must be incremental vector. 

Minimum support vector is 
1 2[] { ... }nminsup a a a= ,minimum confidence vector is 

1 2[] { ... }nminconf b b b= , [ ]total i  represent the total number of i-
mode(its initial value is 0), MaxPatternSize W=  represent 
size of the longest pattern specified by users, pattern  is a 

pattern and .pattern count  stores the number of occurrences 
of the pattern, CandPatternSet  express candidate pattern set(its 
initial value is empty set {}), {}largePatternSet =  signify large 
pattern set finally formed(its initial value is empty set 
{}), 1 2{( , ,..., )| , 1,2,..., }k iE e e e e T i k= ∈ = .Mining algorithm can be 
described as follows: 

1) If E = ∅  , then go to step 7).  
2) Take 1 2( , ,..., )ke e e E∈ , move pointer is 

1 21, {( , ,..., )} )}kL E E e e e E= ← − ∈ . 
3) If 1 0K L− + = , then 1 2( , ,..., )ke e e  has been processed, 

go to step 1). 
4) If 1K L W− + > , take 

1 1( , ),...,( , ),L L L W L WWORD TAG WORD TAG LEN W+ − + − ← , otherwise take 
( , ),...,( , ), 1L L K KWORD TAG WORD TAG LEN K L← − + .   

5) Loop through 2... ...J TO LEN= ,and implement pattern 
string length of j 

, . . 1pattern pattern count pattern count← + ,
{ }CandPatternSet CandPatternSet pattern← ∪

[ ] [ ] 1total j total j← + . 
6) If  1L L← + ,then go to step 3). 
7) If CandPatternSet NULL= ,then go to step 11). 
8) Take 

pattern CandPatternSet∈ ,
{ }CandPatternSet CandPatternSet pattern← − .  

9) If ( . [ ]) minsup[ ]patterncount total i i>  Then 
arg arg { }L ePatternSet L ePatternSet pattern← ∪ . 
10) Go to step 7). 
11) If  argL ePatternSet NULL= ,then algorithm ends. 
12) Take 

1 2... argkpattern a a a L ePatternSet= ∈ ,
arg arg { }L ePatternSet L ePatternSet pattern← − . 
13) If  1 2 1 2 1... ( ... ). [ ]k k kaa a Tag aa a a CON MINCON k−∈ ∩  > ,we add 

rule “if  1 2 1... ( , )k k ka a a W a−  ” to rule base. 
14) Go to step 11). 

The first six step of the algorithm is to obtain the length 
pattern of all the examples in the training set E, and they are 
deposited in candidate pattern set CandPatternSet . We can 
get large pattern set argL ePatternSet  by calculation from 
step 7) to 10). It can obtain rule from large pattern and adds 
rule to rule base from step 11) to 14). 

We sort from largest to smallest according the length of 
rules at the appearance of rule base, the purpose is easy to 
use context information in apply rules and help to improve of 
the part of speech disambiguation accuracy. If the rules have 
the same length, then we sort from largest to smallest 
according to support, and it is easy to more use common 
rules in matching, so it further improve the matching 
efficiency of rules. 

IV. A HYBRID ALGORITHM OF STATISTICAL METHOD AND 

RULE METHOD 

This paper presented a hybrid algorithm of statistical 
method and rule method to increase the tagging accuracy. 
First we use rules to processing when we mark multi-
category. If we can use rules to processing, then we mark 
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part of speech and realize high efficiency and high accuracy 
by rule-based method. Otherwise we utilize probabilistic 
method to mark. The tagging algorithm is as follows: 

1) First we use part of speech dictionary to mark all 
possible part of speech of non multi-category and multi-
category for be marked text which has been segment. 

2) Take fragment SECTION. The fragment includes a 
multi-category sequence, several non multi-categories 
before sequence and serialized non multi-category. As 
follows: 
           1Word    2Word    3Word … 1iWord −    iWord  

1iWord + … jWord    1jWord +  

           1Tag    2Tag    3Tag … 1iTag −    ,1iTag    1,1iTag + … ,1jTag  

1jTag +  

                                               ,2iTag    1,2iTag + … ,2jTag  

                                               ,3iTag             ,3jTag  

3) If there is no SECTION, algorithm ends. 
4) 1L ← . 
5) We structure mode from 

1 1( , ),...,( , )L L i iWORD TAG WORD TAG− − , and use match rule to match 
it. We mark the word ,1iTag  with its part of speech 
according rule iWord  if the match is successful. We suggest 

iWord was non multi-category. Go to step 2), reselect 
SECTION. 

6) If 1L i≤ − ,then 1L L← + ,go to step 5).  
7) Take multi-category fragment between two non 

multi-categories, as follows: 
           1iWord −    iWord    1iWord + … jWord    1jWord +  

           1iTag −    ,1iTag    1,1iTag + … ,1jTag    1jTag +  

                             ,2iTag    1,2iTag + … ,2jTag  

                             ,3iTag           ,3jTag  

We calculate the probability of all paths of POS tagging 
and sort it to obtain the maximum path. Then we mark the 

...i jWord Word   according to marker of the maximum path. 

8) Go to step 2). 
Data mining systems has certain openness and excavate 

adding new corpus at any time, and it generates new patterns 
and rule. But adding new corpus may lead to failure of the 
original rules because its dependence credibility and support 
reduce the repaired mode before cumulative excavation may 
become final rules due to low support or low confidence. 
Therefore, we must use management module of rule base to 
manage rules effectively (such as increase and delete rule, or 
modify the credibility and support of rules).  

V. EXAMPLE AND RESULTS ANALYSIS 

We can gain POS tagging set trough some adjustment 
based on the content of the 2008 People's Daily. And we use 
statistical methods and statistics-based and rules-based 
method to mark. Its accuracy, as shown in Table Ⅰ： 

TABLE I.  TABLE TYPE STYLES 

 Statistical 

methods 

Statistics-based 

and  rules-based 

method 

accuracy 91.8% 96.2% 

The accuracy rate is 91.8% when we use statistical 
methods to mark test corpus, but the statistics-based and 
rules-based method can achieve an accuracy rate of 96.2%, it 
is much better than the former. If the success rate of a certain 
method is much higher than 90%, then we think that the 
method is effective. Therefore, statistics-based and rules-
based method can improve the accuracy of mark obviously, 
and it is a very effective method. 
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